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Abstract
Online retail platforms choose the subset of products that consumers see when they search,
and consequently which customers the sellers on the platform can access. I develop a model of
consumer search over product arrangements, and of firm pricing, to quantify this “gatekeeper”
market power that affects the ability of third-party sellers to set prices and reach customers.
Products sold by the platform owner may be placed in better positions than those from thirdparty sellers and I show that consumer and seller outcomes are affected by this choice. The
model yields structural consideration set probabilities that arise from search cost primitives
and is compatible with demand estimation using aggregate market shares. Using Amazon
data, I show that not accounting for search and product arrangement leads to biased price
elasticities. To decompose these effects, I consider counterfactual rules for arranging products,
including an “impartial gatekeeper” that randomizes the position of products in search results.
This rule reduces Amazon’s market power and increases that of third-party sellers, but it
also reduces consumer welfare slightly, suggesting that the current arrangement of products is
comparatively beneficial to consumers. I also consider the effect of proposed vertical divestiture
(i.e., preventing the platform owner from also being a seller) and show that it increases thirdparty seller profits but reduces consumer welfare. An intermediate proposal, splitting the
platform into an Amazon side and a third-party side, could alleviate the competitive barrier
on third-party sellers without harming consumer welfare.
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Introduction

Online retail platforms are the marketplace for a large number of products and almost as many
Third-Party Seller (TPS) participants (i.e., small- and medium-sized businesses) that compete
with the platform owner. However, consumers using these platforms do not make their purchasing
decisions with all of these products in mind. Rather, the platform selects the subset of products
that consumers see when they search, which in turn influences the number and type of consumers
who TPSs and the platform owner have access to. By choosing the arrangement of products, the
platform owner influences the consumer search process, placing some products within easy reach
and others out of reach of all but those consumers with the lowest search costs. The way firms (both
the platform owner and TPSs) price their products are also affected—there are fewer competitors
among the easiest to reach products and the extent of competition depends on the proximity of
substitutable products. This power to decide the arrangement of products is an important part
of the discussion about market power and potential antitrust concerns in these markets. As the
US Congressional Subcommittee on Online Platforms and Market Power put it, “a handful of
gatekeepers have come to capture control over key arteries of online commerce.”
A natural question arises from the platform’s role as a “gatekeeper”—how are consumer welfare
and firm profits affected by these decisions? Should we be concerned that the platform places the
products that it sells in more advantageous positions than those that are sold by competing TPSs?
For example, are products that are valuable to consumers being kept out of reach of those who are
not willing to search further, or does the arrangement reflect a difference in value between TPS
and platform owner products? Finally, what effects should we expect if the proposed antitrust
remedies (such as vertical divestiture, where the platform owner is prevented from also operating
as a seller) are enacted?
To answer these questions, we need a tractable model to understand how alternate ways of
arranging products will affect equilibrium consumer search behavior and firm pricing. I build
such a model that endogenizes the consideration set formation process by having heterogeneous
consumers search optimally over the observed arrangement of products and having firms set prices
in response to this search behavior. The model gives economic meaning to the notion of a platform
“gatekeeper” and links it to the nascent platform search design literature.
I estimate the model on Amazon data for the US, because it is both the online retail platform with the dominant online retail market share and the main subject of the ongoing antitrust
discussions. The setting can be characterized by: consumers who value variety, dislike price and
dislike search; a platform owner that sells “core” products (e.g., common brands and Amazon brand
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products) at competitive prices; and small businesses (TPSs) that sell both common brands and
“fringe” products at comparatively less competitive prices. As a group, TPSs account for around
half of the sales volume on Amazon and represents an important part of value to the platform to
consumers.
While my framework can support many forms of product arrangement, I focus on two key
ways in which Amazon’s chosen product arrangement affects consumer search and market power:
the position of products in Amazon’s search results; and the BuyBox grouping that orders sellers
selling the same product (i.e., SKU) by their price. The first is important for capturing the different
sets of products that consumers will consider, depending on their search costs, and therefore the
set of competitors firms will face. The second is key for capturing the acute pricing pressure
placed on some firms by those firms selling the same product (i.e., the lowest price might be
constrained by how close the second-lowest price is). I provide reduced-form results that confirm
the importance of the position of products in the search results for explaining variation in sales and
the importance of non-BuyBox firms’ pricing on BuyBox firms’ pricing. Panel log-log regressions
show that as a product’s position in the search results changes across time, there is a correlated
change in demand for the product. Additionally, descriptive statistics show that products sold
by Amazon are more advantageously positioned than the products sold by TPSs. However, this
is not necessarily reflective of the “self-preferencing” that policymakers are concerned about; the
search results algorithm may be giving prominence to, and Amazon is simultaneously choosing
to sell, more desirable products. As such, we need structural modeling to establish whether this
arrangement is beneficial or harmful for consumer welfare.
My methodology allows me to consider counterfactuals that modify the arrangement of products
and hold consumers’ unobserved search costs fixed, while allowing consumers to re-optimize their
search and firms to re-optimize their prices. I consider two classes of counterfactuals.
For the first class, I pose alternate rules for arranging products to highlight how the status quo
arrangement generates market power for some firms and reduces it for others. I posit an impartial
gatekeeper that equalizes the probability of being in any position in the search results. In this
scenario, there is a shift of profits from Amazon to TPSs that reflects the market power enjoyed by
Amazon under the status quo. In the partial case where firms do not re-optimize prices, consumer
welfare increases—naively suggesting that consumers would in fact have preferred the previouslyworse-positioned TPS products over the previously-better-positioned Amazon products. However,
once firms re-optimize prices, prices rise due to two effects. First, the TPSs that now have more
advantageous positioning exploit their new market power by increasing prices and second, price
competition falls due to less substitutability of the prominent set of products (i.e., there is greater
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dispersion in expected product characteristics). On balance, consumer welfare is actually harmed
by the impartial gatekeeper.
For the second class of counterfactuals, I implement proposed antitrust remedies, one of which
would prevent Amazon from being both the platform owner and a platform participant. TPSs
replace Amazon in the BuyBox after Amazon exits, so TPS profits increase but prices rise and
consumer welfare decreases. I therefore consider an intermediate solution—splitting the platform
into an Amazon side and a TPS side and letting consumers choose a side. This separates the
platform participants into two groups: the Amazon side with only the “core” competitively-priced
products, which is chosen by high search cost consumers; and the TPS side with a greater product
variety and higher prices, which is preferred by low search cost consumers. Allowing consumers
to make the choice between Amazon or “supporting small businesses” would improve TPS profits,
allow Amazon to continue selling and would not lead to consumer welfare being harmed.
Diving deeper into the details of my methodology, I derive estimating demand equations of
the form: consideration set probability multiplied by demand conditional on the consideration
set, all summed over the possible consideration sets. This form is shared by a wide class of
papers studying demand estimation under limited consideration (e.g., Goeree 2008). However, my
consideration set probabilities are structural objects, as opposed to the reduced-form consideration
set probabilities currently used in the literature. In particular, they are the result of an optimal
sequential consumer search process over the arrangement of products, conceptualized in tree-form.
The additional data requirement is minor, as I use publicly observable data on the distribution
of product arrangements, which keeps my methodology within the class of demand estimation
techniques that utilize aggregate market data. The form of demand also means that my additional
structure is compatible with and can supplement existing demand estimation methods. Here, I use
a slightly modified nested-fixed point algorithm (Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes 1995).
While existing methods rely on reduced-form assumptions to address the large combinatorial
problem of consideration sets (and/or use micro-data to observe the consideration set directly),
my model instead uses consumer search optimality and the observable distribution of the product
arrangement. This allows my estimation routine to sum over only the possible consideration sets
implied by the optimal search path instead of the power set of products as is often done in reducedform consideration set probabilities. I will also recover the joint distribution of consumer search
costs and price sensitivity, and their correlation.
Literature and contributions—Methodologically, this paper adds to the tools provided by the
demand estimation found in the limited consideration literature and answers questions asked in
the nascent search design literature about how firms influence the consumer search process. It also
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provides results relevant for understanding antitrust issues for online retail platforms and should
also be of interest to the platform design literature.
The consumer search literature has its roots in theoretical work by Stigler (1961) and Stahl
(1989, 1996), which sought to explain the existence of price dispersion in otherwise homogeneous
goods by developing tools to include consumer search. Solutions to the more general differentiated
goods consumer search problem was studied by Weitzman (1979) and Hauser and Wernerfelt
(1990). This was followed by empirical estimation of demand under limited consideration for
homogenous goods that demonstrated the importance of accounting for search to arrive at accurate
demand estimates (Hortaçsu and Syverson 2004; Hong and Shum 2006; De los Santos, Hortaçsu and
Wildenbeest 2012). Building on this work, the modern empirical literature asks a broad variety of
limited consideration questions in the differentiated goods setting (Goeree 2008; Moraga-Gonzalez,
Sandor and Wildenbeest 2015; Jacobi and Sovinsky 2016; Honka and Chintagunta 2017; Dinerstein,
Einav, Levin and Sundaresan 2018).
My paper is closest to Dinerstein, Einav, Levin and Sundaresan (2018), who study how platforms can affect consumer search. They analyze the eBay platform using both experiments and
structural estimation of demand under limited consideration.1 I build upon this work by endogenizing the search process, modeling the more complex arrangement of products present on the
Amazon platform and examining the implications of such an arrangement. My question also focuses on the competition between the platform owner and seller participants, a force not present
on eBay.
This question of how firms and platforms influence search is an area of ongoing work. Hodgson
and Lewis (2019) develop a Gaussian Processs model of product search and asks if platforms
arrange products in such a way as to influence the updating of consumer beliefs. They estimate
their model under a random search cost assumption before considering platform influences in
their counterfactuals. Here, I estimate my model using data on existing platform influences (e.g.,
search results data) before varying it. Gardete and Antill (2020) develop a dynamic discrete choice
framework with consumer beliefs to study how an online car dealer’s arrangment of products and
products characteristics affects consumers’ search decisions and outcomes.
As previously mentioned, I derived demand equations broadly similar in form to those estimated
by Goeree (2008), and that have been posed as early as Manski (1977). Existing approaches have
focused on recovering demand parameters while taking a comparatively agnostic stance about
the consumer search process. Abaluck and Adams-Prassl (2021) exploit the asymmetry of crosscharacteristics responses to show the identification of demand for two classes of consideration set
1 Dinerstein

et al. (2018) also develop a full consumer search model in their appendix.
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probabilities. Abaluck and Compiani (2020) use cross derivatives to estimate demand in a way
that is robust to various forms of consumer search in settings where there are hidden attributes
that consumers search for. Amano, Rhodes and Seiler (2018) provide a method to use data on
search behavior to estimate demand in settings with a very large number of products. Here, my
counterfactuals of interest require consumers to re-optimize their search, and I thus pose an explicit
optimal search model that also determines the form of my consideration set probabilities.
A point of difference to the rich set of Weitzman (1979)-style papers, which feature explicit
search models, is worth mentioning. There, a consumer starts with some component of utility
(e.g., part of the product characteristics) in hand for a fixed set of products. They then choose
an order of products to search, which is an action that reveals the remaining component of utility
and adds the product to the consumers’ consideration set. The revelation of the remaining utility
is the focus of search in such papers. In contrast, my consumers begin at an “earlier” stage with
neither a component of utility in hand nor a fixed set of products. Rather, they can choose to
engage in search, which is an action that navigates the platform (e.g., asks the platform to provide
them with a list of products), and they can add products to their consideration set in the order
the platform provides them. Consumers make their search decision based on rational expectations
of the products (and their characteristics) that the search will bring. In my setting, the majority
of pertinent information (e.g., price, star rating, shipping, picture) is revealed through the search
results, and that is what consumers are searching for. At the same time, due to lack of data, I do
not model the later stage of searching further for information (e.g., worded reviews). Since the most
direct way in which platforms influence search is through the search results and the BuyBox, my
model is particularly suitable to my question. Other papers have demonstrated the importance
of the different stages of search, for example Honka, Hortaçsu and Vitorino (2017) show that
advertising in the US banking industry is a shifter of “awareness” as opposed to “consideration”.
Another point of difference worth noting is that Weitzman (1979)-style papers allow an unrestricted
search order, while here the platform’s product arrangement restricts the order in which products
can be added to a consumer’s consideration set. My approach contributes to the growing use of
search results data; for example, Ursu (2018) uses search results data from Expedia to provide
causal estimates that show the position of a product in the search results affects search and does
not affect utility. The author also employs a Weitzman (1979) model with search results position
added as a search cost shifter. My model builds upon this by exploiting the additional richness
of product arrangement data, which enters my model structurally as the (restricted) space over
which search occurs.
There are also papers focusing on other “stages” of search. Koulayev (2014) and Chen and
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Yao (2017) use clickstream data to study the use of search refinement tools and establish their
importance for their contexts. I expect the use of these tools to be minimal in my context of
simple-to-understand and low-stakes household products.
I also contribute to the rich set of papers that shed light on the Amazon platform. Chevalier
and Goolsbee (2003) developed estimation of market shares from sales ranking data, which I rely
on and augment with additional data for this paper. Kim, Albuquerque and Bronnenberg (2010,
2017) derive consideration set probabilities using “also-viewed” data for Amazon, showing that it
is possible to utilize this aggregate form of “clickstream” data to estimate Weitzman (1979)-style
search. I differ from this research by modeling how the platform influences and restricts search
through the search results and BuyBox, and show that this arrangement meaningfully affects
firm and consumer outcomes.2 Morozov (2019) uses clickstream data to estimate a model of
limited consideration and costly search using Bayesian methods, and show that improving limited
consideration would increase consumers’ ability to benefit from innovative products.
Lastly, I note a rich literature of approaches to solving consumer search problems, with both
similarities and differences from my approach that are attributable to the different specifics of
search being modeled. Weitzman (1979) derives the classic reservation-value approach; Chade and
Smith (2006) solve for a general portfolio selection problem; Fershtman and Pavan (2021) and
Greminger (2021) solve the search and consideration set formation process by representing it as
a multi-armed bandit problem; and Gardete and Antill (2020) utilize a dynamic discrete choice
framework to model the sequential process. My approach resembles some of these approaches,
reflecting a common use of optimal search, but mainly I simplify the problem and tailor it to
my question of search design in the Amazon context. Specifically, I conceptualize the product
arrangement as a tree to match my data on product arrangement and build the sequential search
process around it.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: Section (2) details the consumer search and
firm pricing model; Section (3) discusses the data, descriptive statistics and reduced-form evidence;
Section (4) covers estimation of the model; Section (5) discusses the estimation results; Section (6)
uses counterfactual analysis to study market power and the effect of antitrust actions; and finally
Section (7) concludes.
2 They show that the recommendations shown in product pages are beneficial for consumers; I provide similar
results for the search results ordering.
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2

Model

This section details the model of consumer search over the arrangement of products and firm pricing
in response to consumer search behavior. This model clarifies how the arrangement of products
(i.e., platform search design) influences the consumer search process. It provides micro-foundations
for the probability of forming consideration sets that are consistent with standard demand models.
For the purposes of estimation, (1) this model is compatible with standard aggregate market
share demand estimation techniques, and (2) provides consideration set probablilities that are
structurally derived, as opposed to the reduced-form consideration set probabilities commonly
employed in the literature.
There are two sets of agents in the model: firms (Amazon and a large number of Third Party
Sellers (TPSs)) with products j ∈ J and consumers i ∈ I who are heterogeneous in search costs
and tastes for products.
The model is a two-stage static game, with additional substages for the consumer search problem:
1. Firms with products j ∈ J choose prices pj .
2. Consumers i ∈ I, in a sub-game detailed below, choose whether to search on the platform or
not, search sequentially to expand their consideration sets and make a purchasing decision.
The model is static, uses Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium as the solution concept and is solved
by backwards induction. For ease of exposition, I introduce the model under full information (i.e.,
consumers know the arrangement and product characteristics of the products), but give consumers
rational expectations when taking the model to estimation. Specifically, consumers will be given the
empirical distribution of the observed arrangement of products, which are taken to be drawn with
replacement. This means that I do not model the updating of consumers beliefs and learning over
time. This omission is due to a lack of micro-data that would pin down such mechanisms.3 Rather,
the reason consumers engage in search is to reveal uncertain products and their characteristics (both
price and non-price characteristics), and to expand their consideration set. This allows me to focus
on the direct impact of the platform owner’s chosen product arrangement, which is substantial
even in the absence of potential belief updating by consumers.4
I will refer to Amazon as “the platform” and treat other online retailers/platforms as a composite
3 My framework can be augmented with micro-data to allow the model to capture the effects of consumers
updating beliefs.
4 The markets that I study (see Section (3)) are chosen accordingly; they are everyday home and kitchen products
that consumers do not require significant learning about and for which they are unlikely to invest too much time in
searching for. These markets are rich with a large number of comparable high-quality goods, settings in which the
platform’s power to influence search would be the strongest.
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outside option denoted as “the other platform” or “another platform”. The following subsections
tackle the consumer and firm stages in reverse.

2.1

Consumers’ Problem

Consumers have unit-demand to purchase a particular category of products (e.g., waffle makers)
online. They are heterogeneous with respects to their search costs si , drawn from distribution Fs
and may also be heterogeneous with respects to price sensitivity or a taste for particular product
characteristics in a way that is correlated with search costs. The timing for consumer i is as follows:
1. Choose between the platform, or one of two outside options: not purchasing (i.e., not searching) or another platform (i.e., a composite choice of other online retailers/platforms).
2. Upon choosing the platform, the consumer is faced with an initial set of products (i.e., they
arrive at the platform’s website, use its search tool and are provided search results, with the
initial products entering their consideration set immediately).
3. The consumer may choose to engage in search to expand their consideration set by navigating
the platform (i.e., they may choose to scroll down the search results to reveal more products).
4. At some point, the consumer will find it optimal to stop searching, at which point they will
consider the products in their consideration set, realize their i.i.d ϵij taste shocks, and choose
one (or none) to purchase.
Working backwards, after they stop searching, consumer i examines the products in their consideration set Ci , receives their i.i.d. ϵij taste shocks for each j ∈ Ci and chooses the product that
provides the greatest utility (or decides to not purchase, as Ci always contains no purchase j = 0).
A standard random utility model applies. The indirect utility for consumer i from purchasing
product j is given by:

uij = −αi pj + Xj′ βi + ξj +ϵij
|
{z
}

,

δij

where pj is the price of product j, αi is the individual specific price sensitivity, Xj′ is the vector of
observable attributes, βi is the vector of associated coefficients, and ξj is the (unobserved) product quality. Following standard discrete choice models, the probability of a consumer i choosing
product j from their consideration set Ci is given by:
P (i chooses j|Ci ) = P (δij + ϵij > δij ′ + ϵij ′ : ∀j ′ ̸= j ∧ j, j ′ ∈ Ci )
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.

Note that consumers only receive their i.i.d ϵij taste shock once they stop searching. This timing
assumption is crucial for tractability. Importantly, it is already an assumption that is implicitly
made in all the papers with reduced-form consideration set probabilities that this paper builds
on. Specifically, any paper where demand is consideration set probability multiplied by demand
conditional on a consideration set, all summed over the possible consideration sets implictly makes
an equivalent timing assumption when invoking i.i.d. ϵij shocks. To see this, note that if the
realization of any product’s i.i.d. ϵij taste shock occurred before the purchase decision such that it
influenced the formation of the consideration set (i.e., affected whether another product was in the
consideration set), then the ϵij taste shocks would immediately become correlated in some manner,
making any invocation of i.i.d. ϵij contradictory. The assumption provides a level of separability
between the search stage and the choice stage, which is the source of the tractability. As such, ϵij
can be interpreted as consumers learning their residual taste for a particular product once they
have stopped searching and are actively making a purchasing decision. Note that ϵij is not the
only source of horizontal differentiation, as there is taste heterogeneity (reflected in the αi and βi
parameters) and so there is also heterogeneous behavior in the search stage. The demand stage is
otherwise standard. I will now discuss the key part of the model—the search process.

2.1.1

Search Process

It is convenient to model consumer search as the traversal across a tree-like structure consisting
of nodes and edges. Nodes contain one or more products, and there is a traversal cost associated
with moving to a previously unreached node. Landing on a node adds the products in that node
to the consumer’s consideration set.
In my context of online retail platforms, you may think of a node as a particular screen of the
platform’s website; for example, the initial set of products that you see on the screen when you
type “waffle maker” into Amazon.com’s search bar. In turn, the traversal cost would be the cost
of scrolling down the search results and examining the new product information contained on that
screen. When consumers first arrive on a platform, they land on the root node of the tree (i.e.,
the initial screen of search results, Figure 1). They may then choose to move to nodes connected
by edges to nodes they’ve previously reached. The cost of traversal only needs to be paid once,
so it is costless to retrace steps; this is equivalent to the costless recall assumption in many search
models.
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Figure 1: Example of Search Results

Figure 2: Example of BuyBox Grouping

Conceptualizing the arrangement of products in this way places strong restrictions on the possible consideration sets and, more importantly, eliminates consideration sets that are not possible.
Specifically, it makes a strong assumption about the consumer search process that products that
are “deep” in the tree could only be added to a consideration set after products that are “shallow”
in the same branch have been added to the consideration set. Empirically, certain products are
always placed in the first few screens of the search results, while other products are never found
on the first page of search results (see Section (3)). This means that products at the top of the
search results compete with few competitors for the consumers who stop searching early, while
those at the bottom of the search results are always considered alongside a larger set of competitors. Capturing this specific distribution of product arrangement is crucial for accurate demand
estimation.
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Figure 3: Example Tree-form Representation of the Arrangement of Products
{1,2}
{1b}
{1c}
{3,4}
{3b}
{4b}
{5,6}
This is a stylized example of the arrangement of products created by Amazon’s search results and BuyBox grouping as
represented by a tree diagram consisting of nodes (the circles) and edges (the lines connecting the nodes). Products in the
search results are represented by the numbers contained in the larger blue nodes, while the non-BuyBox sellers of the same
product (i.e., SKU) are denoted by the letter suffixes contained in the smaller green nodes. The firm in the BuyBox has
no letter suffix.

Modern platforms are a complex mass of linkages, and while the framework does not rule out
such complexity, it would be infeasible to estimate a model that replicates all the links of a platform.
Instead, I focus on two ways in which the Amazon platform affects the consumer search process:
the ordering of products in the search results; and the BuyBox grouping of products. While most
consumers would be familiar with navigating the search results (Figure 1), the BuyBox grouping
is less well known. Due to the low barrier to entry on Amazon, there are many sellers offering the
same exact product (i.e., SKU) at any time. For the products studied in this paper (i.e. top selling
products in established categories of products), the BuyBox grouping selects the lowest price seller
to be “in the BuyBox,” which means that they are the default seller for all consumers who do
not actively seek out additional sellers by clicking on a “see additional sellers” link on the product
page (Figure 2). Although consumers almost never search for non-BuyBox sellers, it is important
to model them. The BuyBox seller (i.e., the default seller) for a particular product chooses their
price knowing that the BuyBox grouping will reposition them if they raise prices sufficiently. This
implies acute pricing pressure for some products, and this pressure is important to include for a
counterfactual re-optimization of prices. An example tree that is illustrative of the search results
and BuyBox grouping is provided (Figure 3).
When reaching a node with the same product from another seller, the consumer only keeps
the higher utility version of that product in their consideration set. Thus, the consumer does
not obtain additional ϵij shocks by accumulating multiple instances of the same product in their
12

consideration set; the ϵij taste shock is interpreted as pertaining to the product, not the seller of
the product. This is equivalent to leaving both products in, but restricting the ϵij shocks of the
same product to be equal.
It is important to point out a key difference of my model from other papers that study search
using ‘clickstream’ data. With ‘clickstream’ data it is standard to model products that are clicked
on as being in a consumers’ consideration set.5 Data on what products appeared in the search
results prior to clicking into a product page is not included in “clickstream” models and is less
pertinent to their research questions. I diverge from this characterization and interpret a product
as being added to a consumer’s consideration set if consumers see it on the search results page. If a
platform presents a high price product to a highly price sensitive consumer in its search results and
the consumer chooses not to click due to their preferences, I still interpret that as the consumer
having the product in their consideration set. The search results display the majority of the
product information that is relevant for making a decision (e.g., price, product image, star rating,
delivery time and cost). For my research question, excluding such instances from the consumer’s
decision process would lead to biased measures of how the platform influences search by choosing
the product arrangement. At the same time, because I lack “clickstream” data, I abstract from
the incremental search for product information (e.g., reading customer reviews) that is relevant for
other research questions about search.
For ease of exposition, I condition on and suppress the notation for consumer heterogeneity
apart from search costs. The notation for other aspects of consumer heterogeneity is reintroduced
at the end of this subsection.
Consumers make their traversal decisions sequentially, such that at any point they take into
account their current consideration set, the set of potential expected consideration sets and the
associated search costs. Search costs are sunk given their sequential nature. At any stage of search,
consumer i with current consideration set Ci will add products to their consideration set to form
a new consideration set Ci′ ⊃ Ci , incurring traversal cost t (Ci , Ci′ ) si if:




Eϵ max{δij + ϵij }j∈Ci′ − Eϵ max{δij + ϵij }j∈Ci ≥ t (Ci , Ci′ ) si
j

j

or

EU (Ci′ ) − EU (Ci ) ≥ t (Ci , Ci′ ) si

,

where the LHS is the expected utility gain associated with expanding the consumer’s consideration set. The cost of traversal t (Ci , Ci′ ) is the sum of the additional “base” traversal costs to get
5 In some cases, products are separated out as a distinction between the set of known products on which search
occurs, and the set that is actually included in final consideration. The former is sometimes referred to as an
awareness set.
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from Ci to Ci′ and is multipled by si to get the total search cost (i.e., consumers with higher search
costs pay multiplicatively higher costs to traverse). While t (Ci , Ci′ ) could be a complex object, I
assume that the traversal cost is the same for each step (i.e., from a previously reached node to an
adjacent node) and use a free normalization to set the traversal cost between two adjacent nodes
to t (Ci , Ci′ ) = 1. This means that a consumer with search cost si pays si to move to the next
“screen” of the search results. The consumer chooses to stop expanding their consideration set if
there is no Ci′ for which the above inequality holds.
2.1.2

Solution to the Search Process

It may seem that solving for the optimal sequence of searches across the tree for consumers with
different search costs would be onerous. However, it is simple to show (see A) that it is sufficient to
find the upper envelope of a set of affine functions, namely the Ex-ante Expected Utility (ExEU)
of all possible consideration sets (given the tree structure):

ExEU(s; C) = EU (C) − t ({0}, C) s

.

The Ex-ante Expected Utility of a consideration set is the expected utility of that consideration
set less the total costs of traversal from a consideration set of just the outside option to the
consideration set in question.6
Importantly, the resulting upper envelope of ExEU(s; C) for all possible C characterizes the
optimal search path for all consumers. Denote this optimal set of consideration sets whose affine
functions form the upper envelope as C ⋆ . Let this set of consideration sets be ordered (h) by the
order in which they form the upper envelope from right to left, so that: C1⋆ = {0}; C2⋆ gives the
set of 0 and the products in the root node; C3⋆ is the set of C2⋆ plus the set of products from the
⋆
optimally chosen first node to search; etc. Note that Ch⋆ ⊂ Ch+1
, and this gives the sequence of

consideration sets reached by the optimal search path.
Intuitively, once we have conditioned on all consumer heterogeneity except for search costs, this
mass of consumers’ optimal search paths differ only by the “depth” of their search. By construction,
there are kinks in the upper envelope. Denote the search cost s at the kinks (i.e., where the
consumers are indifferent between searching further or not) as thresholds H ⋆ , similarly ordered
right to left. These are the thresholds or cutoffs where consumers become indifferent to searching
6 As is standard in upper envelopes of affine functions, this is implemented by finding the convex hull in the space
of EU (C) and t ({0}, C) for every possible consideration set.
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further. In particular, with these affine functions, the kinks are given by:

Hh⋆


⋆
EU Ch+1
− EU (Ch⋆ )

=
⋆
⋆
t Ch , Ch+1

.


⋆
Note that I retain t Ch⋆ , Ch+1
here, since the optimal search path may “skip” a node such that
the traversal cost is not always just 1. This can occur when a node contains products that are
low utility relative to products in the nodes beyond it, such that no consumers will choose to
stop there (i.e., it would not form the stopping point of search for any consumer across the search
cost distribution). Knowing the thresholds for the optimal consideration sets, it follows that the
probability of each of the optimal consideration sets being formed in the population of consumers
can be found by integrating over the distribution of search costs:


⋆
P (Ch⋆ ) = Fs Hh−1
− Fs (Hh⋆ )
= Fs

⋆
EU (Ch⋆ ) − EU Ch−1

⋆
⋆
t Ch−1 , Ch

!
− Fs

!

⋆
EU Ch+1
− EU (Ch⋆ )

⋆
t Ch⋆ , Ch+1

,

where Fs (.) is the CDF of the distribution of search costs and the above equation represents the
partitioning of the search cost distribution of consumers into their optimal consideration set. The
solution that I describe above lends itself to a natural graphical representation (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Example Upper Envelopes and Search Cost Distribution

Ex-ante Expected Utility

EU
EU({0, 1, 2, 3, 4b, 5, 6})

EU({0, 1, 2, 3, 4b})
EU({0, 1, 2, 3, 4})

EU({0, 1, 2})

s
Density

Search Cost Distribution Fs

{0, 1, 2, 3
4b, 5, 6}

{0, 1, 2, 3
4b}

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}

{0, 1, 2}

{0}
s

This figure provides an example of the optimal search solution in graphical form. The top panel plots illustrative affine
Ex-ante Expected Utility (ExEU) functions on the utility and search cost axes, while the bottom panel plots the search cost
distribution. To avoid overcrowding the figure, not all of the ExEU functions are plotted on the figure. An ExEU function
gives the value of a particular possible consideration set across individuals with different search costs. The intersection
of any pair of ExEU functions gives the indifferent individual for that pair of consideration sets. The upper envelope of
ExEU gives the optimal search path for this group of individuals, taking into account potental skips (i.e., instances where
a node does not contain products that are sufficiently attractive for any individual to stop searching at that point). The
vertical lines mark the kinks of the upper envelope and denote the indifferent individuals and thresholds. These show how
the search cost distribution is segmented to give rise to the consideration set probabilities.

It follows that the probability of a particular product j being purchased (i.e., the demand when
we have a unit mass of consumers) is:

P (i chooses j) = qij =

X

P (Ch⋆ ) P (i chooses j|Ch⋆ )

,

⋆ :j∈C ⋆
Ch
h

which takes the common form: probability of a consideration set multiplied by demand conditional on a consideration set, all summed over the possible consideration sets. However, here the
probability of a consideration set is not a reduced-form object as is common in the literature.
Q
Q
For example, a reduced-form model might specify P (C) = l∈C ϕl k∈C
/ (1 − ϕk ), where ϕl is the
individual probability of product l being in any consideration set as a function of covariates and
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a statistical shock (often logit). Instead, in my model, P (Ch⋆ ) is the solution to an optimal search
process and does not include any additional statistical shock. There are no exclusion restrictions or
functional form restrictions (beyond assuming a search cost distribution) required to derive P (Ch⋆ ).
P (Ch⋆ ) is a function of the search cost distribution, the existing demand parameters from the utility
specification and the observed data on product arrangements.
On a practical level, the use of ϕl creates a form of independence between ϕj and ϕj ′ ∀j ̸= j ′
that means that the joint probability of products being in a consideration set is restrictive and
unlikely to reflect the true distribution. I show in Section (3) that certain products are consistently
in worse positions and exhibit a joint-probability distribution that is not well represented by the
use of independent ϕl ’s.
Thus far, I have conditioned on all consumer heterogeneity except for search cost to simplify the
notation, but it is straightforward to re-incorporate it. It is standard for the unconditional demand
for product j to be written as the integral over the different types of consumer heterogeneity (here I
consider heterogeneity in price sensitivity α). When the equation is written this way, choosing the
order of integration and incorporating the optimal search results above, we can see that it provides
the closed-form analytical integral over search cost heterogeneity. This means that while the search
model adds a dimension of consumer heterogeneity, the computation burden of integrating over that
dimension is lessened with the closed-form. Integrating over the remaining consumer heterogeneity
can then follow standard demand estimation techniques (typically numerical intergration).
Z Z
qj =

P (i chooses j) dFs dFα
Z

=

X

P (Ch⋆ (α)) P (i chooses j|Ch⋆ (α)) dFα

.

⋆ (α):j∈C ⋆ (α)
Ch
h

Note that α affects the optimal consideration sets Ch⋆ (α). While a group of individuals with
the same tastes but different search costs will have one particular optimal search path (and differ
in the depth at which they stop), another group of individuals with different tastes will have a
different optimal search path and hence a different Ch⋆ (α).

2.2

Illustrative Example

The example below illustrates how the model captures the market power generated by a particular
arrangement of products with a simple 2-good example. Assume that ϵij is Type 1 Extreme Value
and note that this functional form assumption yields:
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exp (δij )
P
1 + j ′ ∈Ci exp (δij ′ )


X
EU (Ci ) = log 
exp (δij ) .

P (i chooses j|Ci ) =

j∈Ci

Also assume that search cost s ∼ Fs is normally distributed and that there is no taste heterogeneity.
Let the products be homogeneous so that ξ1 = ξ2 . Let there be no other observable product
characteristics except pj , so the utility specification is δj = −αpj + ξj + ϵij . Consider the case
where there is a single product per node. Denote the firm placed in the root (first) node as firm 1
and the firm placed in the second node as firm 2. Using the results from above, demand for firm
1 and firm 2 are given by, where I denote ej = exp (−αpj + ξj ):
e1
q1 = [Fs (log (1 + e1 ) − 0) − Fs (log (1 + e1 + e2 ) − log (1 + e1 ))] ×
|
{z
} 1 + e1
probability of {0,1} consideration set

e1
+ [Fs (log (1 + e1 + e2 ) − log (1 + e1 )) − 0] ×
|
{z
} 1 + e1 + e2
probability of {0,1,2} consideration set

e2
q2 = [Fs (log (1 + e1 + e2 ) − log (1 + e1 )) − 0] ×
|
{z
} 1 + e1 + e2

.

probability of {0,1,2} consideration set

Here, firm 1 faces less competitive pressure than firm 2 due to its advantageous position afforded
by the product arrangement, despite being identical in non-price characteristics. Consumers with
high search cost will not search beyond the root node (i.e., probability of {0, 1} consideration set),
for whom firm 1 is an effective monopolist (i.e., only competing against the outside option). Firm
2 has access to fewer consumers (those that have low enough search cost, probability of {0, 1, 2}
consideration set) and competes with firm 1 for those consumers. Indeed, one interpretation of
the power to arrange products is that it grants the power to create market structure. Here, what
would normally be a duopoly setting is arranged into a mixture of a monopoly and duopoly.
To the extent that there is taste heterogeneity that is correlated with search costs, firms will also
be selling to different types of consumers (e.g., differently price sensitive consumers). Figure 5 shows
how the Ex-ante Utility functions and their upper envelope give the solution to the consumer search
problem, how it relates to the search cost distribution and how it gives rise to the consideration
set probabilities.
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Figure 5: Illustrative Example of Search Solution
Ex-ante Expected Utility

EU
EU({0, 1, 2}) = log (1 + e1 + e2 )

EU({0, 1}) = log (1 + e1 )

s
Density

Search Cost Distribution Fs

{0, 1, 2}

{0, 1}

{0}

s
This figure provides the optimal search solution for the illustrative example. The intersection of the ExEU functions shows
the indifferent consumers, from right to left, first those who are indifferent between not searching at all and those searching
once, and then those who are indifferent between searching once and searching fully.

Note that firms will adjust their prices in response to the chosen market structure. Here, firm
1 will be able to set their prices higher (relative to a standard duopoly) because of the additional
market power conferred by being in a better position in the product arrangement.

2.3

Firms’ Problem

The preceding section described the consumer search process and derived product demand. The
characterization of the firm’s problem is comparatively straightforward. Firms set prices pj (with
the vector of prices denoted as p) as in a differentiated Nash Bertrand equilibrium for the products
that they control. Firms are assumed to have constant marginal costs cj ∼ Fc drawn from some
distribution. This is appropriate for firms focused on reselling products produced by wholesalers,
but abstracts from inventory or dynamic concerns. There is also a commision τ charged by the
platform for each good sold. Thus, they maximize profits by solving:

max ((1 − τ )pj − cj ) qj (p) .
pj

The profit-maximizing markup will be a function of the price elasticity of demand:
1
pj − cj / (1 − τ )
=
pj
εj
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εj =

pj
qj

Z









⋆
⋆
X


∂P
(j|C
(α))
∂P
(C
(α))
⋆
h
h
P (Ch⋆ (α))
+
P (j|Ch (α))

 dFα .
∂p
∂p
j
j

⋆ (α):j∈C ⋆ (α) 
Ch
|
{z
}
{z
}
|
h



standard elasticity
chg. in consumer search 
+ chg. in search results
+ chg. in BuyBox

For firms that sell multiple products (e.g., Amazon), I use the analogous multi-product firstorder conditions with the associated cross-price elasticities. Additionally, I assume that the objective function of Amazon as a seller does not take into account the commission that it receives
from TPSs. This is effectively assuming there is an “Amazon retail sales department” that operates
separately from the “Amazon platform department”. Given available information about the targets Amazon sets for its sales department that aim for growth in their on-platform market share,
they are unlikely to be setting prices while taking into account the cannibalization of third-party
commissions.
As in the illustrative example above, note that the competitive pressure faced by firms depends
on P (Ch⋆ (α)). If a product is placed “deep” in the arrangement of products, it will be in fewer
consumers’ consideration sets, and will compete against a larger set of competitors. Products that
are “shallow” within a platform’s arrangement of products are in more consumers’ consideration
sets, and they are also competing against fewer firms for the consumers who engage in less search.
Since consumers search based on expected product characteristics, a firm will set prices taking
into account how it influences both the probability of consideration and the probability of choice
conditional on consideration.
Note that I do not model firm entry and exit, nor the decision to advertise on the Amazon
platform.

3

Data and Reduced-Form Results

This section discusses the data used for estimation and provides descriptive and reduced-form
results that establish the importance of the forces captured in the model.
I use publicly observable data scraped from the US Amazon website for 15 weeks in 2020.
The data encompasses around 50 separate markets from Amazon’s predefined categories of Home
& Kitchen goods (examples include toasters, air fryers, humidifiers and digital picture frames).7
The markets are pooled for the reduced-form analysis but are treated separately for structural
7 The

full list of the markets and their selection criteria are provided in B.
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estimation.
For each market, the scrapers navigate the Amazon website to mimic a simple unit-demand
consumer search process. The scraper submits a search query for the product and navigates
to the first 3 pages of the search results, into the product pages of the product shown, and to
pages showing the non-BuyBox sellers. Along the way it records the standard set of product
characteristics data as well as information about the position of the products on the search results
and their non-BuyBox sellers. Since the set of products shown by Amazon for a particular search
is stochastic, the scraper collects information around 30 times each week to obtain an empirical
distribution of search results that will be taken as the true distribution for analysis. In this paper
I use aggregate market share and publicly observed search results. The model could be adaped to
incorporate individual data on purchases and/or personalized search results. The markets studied
are for infrequently purchased products. I expect the personalization of the search results to be
comparatively unimportant (i.e., the platform would not have strong prior information about their
users’ preferences).8
Given this paper’s focus on the search results and BuyBox grouping, it is worth noting some
important summary statistics about these features.
Search results—Aggregating observations over time, I calculate the average and “best” (i.e.,
minimum) position a product is assigned and examine its distribution across products, separately
for those sold by Amazon and those sold by TPSs (Figure 6). Two takeaways are worth mentioning.
First, products sold by Amazon (i.e., common brands and Amazon’s own brand) are on average
better positioned than products sold by TPSs. This may occur for a variety of reasons, including
Amazon choosing to sell the more desireable products, which the search results algorithm then
chooses to place in a better postion. To establish whether this is beneficial or harmful to consumers,
we need to consider alternative arrangements of products, which requires estimation of the stuctural
model introduced in the previous section. Second, many products do not ever attain a position in
the first few “screens” of products (e.g., a position below 10), and thus are only seen by low search
cost consumers and compete against a larger set of products. The probability of considering a set
of products is important in the model, and may be poorly represented when using models with
reduced-form consideration set probabilities.
8A

platform may nevertheless learn about the general price sensitivity of their users over time. If a platform
tailors the results to match the user’s price sensitivity preferences, the model would likely underestimate search
costs and have uncertain biases with respect to price senitivity estimates. I leave this problem to future work.
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Figure 6: Distribution of Positions Across Products

The top panel shows the distribution of the average position in which a product appears in the search results for that
category of good, separated out by whether that product was sold by Amazon or TPSs. The bottom panel shows the same
for the “best” position (where 1 is the best position) attained for the same. Only products that have appeared in the first
page of the search results enough times to allow a reliable measure of their average and best are included in this calculation.

BuyBox grouping—As noted before, Amazon groups different sellers selling the same product
together and makes the lowest price seller the default for consumers to purchase from. This may
create acute pricing pressure for the firm in the BuyBox (i.e., the firm with the lowest price),
depending on the proximity of the second-lowest price. For a material share of products (5–10%),
the second-lowest price is only a few percentage points above that of the lowest price (i.e., the
leftmost bars in Figure 7). For these products, it is particularly important to account for the
second-lowest price seller in the demand estimation.
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Figure 7: Distribution of Positions Across Products

This figure shows the ratio of the second-lowest price to the lowest price (BuyBox price) for the same product. Incidences
where the lowest and the second-lowest price are the same are not shown on the figure. The denominator includes the
approximately 50% share of products that are only sold by one seller.

For the reduced-form and structural analysis, I aggregate observations up to the week level and
focus on the 20 top products appearing in the search results for each market. The primary unit of
observation is therefore the product-week jt, for j = {0, ..., 20} and t = {1, ..., 15}. This restricted
set of products constitutes the structural estimation sample. I provide summary statistics below.
Note that Amazon is generally in 50% of the products’ BuyBox, and there are often multiple
non-BuyBox sellers. The reduced-form analysis focuses on the products in the search results
(i.e., the BuyBox sellers) rather than the non-BuyBox sellers, while the structural estimation will
incorporate both.
Table 1: Summary Statistics - Products in Search Results (First 5 Pages)
Price
($, mean)

Price
($, sd)

Sold by
Amazon
(%)

Non-BuyBox
Sellers
(#, mean)

All
109.53
Selected Categories
Cat. 1
101.96
Cat. 2
130.73
Cat. 3
85.73
Cat. 4
66.23
Cat. 5
108.67
Cat. 6
70.70
Cat. 7
65.12
Cat. 8
52.25
Cat. 9
59.33

311.33

53

6.0

314.20
242.11
152.66
92.56
144.46
111.89
80.85
103.53
95.66

43
31
23
35
54
86
54
76
39

5.9
4.2
3.2
5.4
4.0
11.2
4.7
5.9
5.8

Category
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In order to estimate the parameters of the structural model (Section (4)), we require variation
in prices and variation in arrangements of products across time, which will likely depend on aspects
of unobservable consumer demand. Price endogeneity stems from the reaction of firms’ pricing to
consumer demand. Endogeneity in product arrangement can come from the platform responding
to consumer demand by adjusting the search results ordering, or from firms advertising in response
to consumer demand. I will use instruments in the structural estimation to address these potential
sources of endogeneity, but it is nevertheless worth delving deeper into where the variation is
coming from.
Around one-third of all price variation is associated with a new seller ending up in the BuyBox
(Figure 8). This may happen for a variety of reasons, including a firm entering at a lower price
point, or an existing firm exiting (e.g., running out of stock). To the extent new entrants reflect
“retail arbitrage”, where TPSs purchase discounted products outside the platform to sell on the
platform, this may be plausibly exogeneous variation (e.g., Walmart closes a store in one area of
the US and puts items on clearence that are bought by TPSs to sell on Amazon).
Figure 8: Variation in Prices

This figure shows distribution of the size and direction of price change events, broken down by whether that price change
was also associated with a change in which seller ended up in the BuyBox. The majority of price change events do not
result in a change in the BuyBox seller (“Exisiting seller”). For price changes associated with a change in the BuyBox (“New
seller”), this may reflect a seller previously selling a product at a higher price now being the lowest price seller (e.g., due
to a stockout) or a seller who has never sold the item entering at a price that places them in the BuyBox.

The search results are comprised of three types of listings: advertisements that are the result
of ad auctions bid upon by the firms; editorials that are “curated” by the platform and sometimes
reflect recommendations linked to independent product review websites; and organic listings that
are generated by the platform’s search results algorithm. I do not include an advertising reoptimization stage in this paper, so my results cannot account for changes stemming from changes
in incentives to advertise that would arise in the medium term. The costs of advertising are
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therefore subsumed into the firm’s marginal costs and are not expected to change.9 Additionally,
the equilibrium outcome is such that there is significant overlap in the products in the ad listings
and the products in the organic search results. Within the top 50 positions, 80% of advertised
products are also present in the organic listings. A product’s position in the search results will
naturally vary within the organic listing, but can also vary due to firms changing their decision to
advertise or the platform’s decision to make changes to its curation of products (Figure 10). These
changes may reflect demand unobservables and this source of endogeneity will be addressed with
instrumental variables.
Figure 9: Search Result Listing Types

Figure 10: Variation in Positions

This figure shows the share of each listing type across
the positions of the search results. Note that regardless of type of listing, they all contain the same amount
of information (e.g., price, product image, star rating,
shipping information). Ads dominate the first few positions and remain relevant and dispersed throughout the
search results. Editorials are Amazon-curated suggestions that generally appear around the 10th position,
and are distinct from ads by not being the result of an
ad auction. The rest are organic search results that are
generated by Amazon’s search results alogrithm.

This figure shows the distribution of the size and direction of position change events, broken down by whether
that price change was also associated with a change in
the listing type, at the weekly average level. The majority of changes in position occur due to changes in
the organic position of a product. The remainder of the
position changes are associated with the products going
from oragnic to advertised (and vice versa) and products going from organic to editorial (and vice versa).

Amazon reports a best-selling ranking for products in each market that is a reliable proxy
for market share (Chevalier and Goolsbee 2003). The reduced-form analysis below uses this rank
variable to establish the relationship between prices, search results positions and market share.
In the structural estimation, I use estimates of market share derived from this rank variable and
limited observations of inventory levels (see C).
I run a series of log-log regressions to establish the relevance of the search results position for
demand and to show that there is sufficient within-product variation of position and price:
9 Note that the BuyBox grouping takes precedent over the ad auction, meaning that a firm that is not in the
BuyBox (not the lowest price) will not obtain an advertising slot no matter what it bids.
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log (Rank)jt = β1 log(Price)jt + β2 log(Position)jt
+ β3 log(Price)jt log(Position)jt + ProductFEs + ϵjt

.

Table 2: Correlation between Best-Selling Ranking, Price and Search Result Position
Dependent variable:
Log(Best-Selling Ranking)
(1)
Log(Price)
Log(Position)

(2)
∗∗∗

0.108
(0.004)
0.550∗∗∗
(0.003)

(3)
∗∗∗

(4)
∗∗∗

0.426
(0.021)
0.216∗∗∗
(0.003)

0.426
(0.076)
0.216∗∗∗
(0.014)

Y

Y
Y

(5)
∗∗∗

0.673
(0.118)
0.239∗∗∗
(0.014)

Log(Price)*Log(Position)
Constant
Product FEs
Market Clustered SEs
Smaller est. sample
Observations

0.808∗∗∗
(0.125)
0.616∗∗∗
(0.118)
−0.043∗∗∗
(0.013)

0.310∗∗∗
(0.036)

51,670

51,670

Y
Y
Y
11,164

51,670
∗

Note:

p<0.1;

∗∗

p<0.05;

Y
Y
Y
11,164
∗∗∗

p<0.01

The last column employs the subset of the sample used in the structural estimation (i.e., the 20
products in each market). There is enough price and search position variation to allow significant
estimates of the slope, allaying potential concerns of multi-collinearity of price and search position.
The signs of the coefficients are as expected (note that a lower rank is better and a lower position is
better). The estimated interaction term is also significant. This cross-variation will be important
for establishing the correlation between consumer search costs and price sensitivity in the structural
model. Estimating the regression separately for each market leads to similar results for the subset
of markets where there is sufficient variation to for accurate estimates.

4

Estimation

This section provides details on how the model described in Section (2) is estimated as well as the
additional assumptions made to facilitate estimation.
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For estimation, I specify the indirect utility of product j for consumer i at time t as follows:

uijt = −αi pjt + ξjt + ϵijt

,

where pjt is price, ξjt is unobserved quality and αi is the individual-specific price sensitivity.
Assume ϵijt is distributed Type 1 Extreme Value. I opt to not include any other observable
product characteristics. Note that product characteristics that do not change across time have
their effects subsumed within ξjt (specifically the ξj component, introduced below in the discussion
on endogeneity). Their exclusion does not affect the estimation of other coefficients as we are not
interested in the heterogeneity of preferences for non-price characteristics. The platform’s reported
star ratings can change over time, but exhibit little variation in the sample given the mature nature
of these categories.
I allow for two types of consumer heterogeneity: search cost si ; and price sensitivity αi . Correlation between the two is permitted and important to capture. I assume the joint distribution
to be bivariate normal:

σα2
 µα
(αi , si ) ∼ Fα,s 
,
ραs σα σs
µs


ραs σα σs 

σs2

.

The utility specification is standard (Berry et al. 1995), except for the addition of search
costs that are correlated with taste heterogeneity. Indeed, the model can be estimated using a
modified nested fixed point algorithim. First, note that the inner loop requires no modification.
There is an inversion from market shares (qjt ) to mean utility (δjt ), conditional on consumer
heterogeneity parameters. These are typically the price sensitivity heterogeneity parameters (σα ),
but in this case also include the consumer search cost and correlation parameters (µs , σs and
ραs ). Conditional on consumer heterogeneity, the consideration set probabilities and search process
defined above are only functions of product characteristics and unobserved quality. This means
that inverted conditional utility is a function of the same parameters and data as under a full
consideration demand model. In other words, the search process defined above augments the
functional form assumption of demand, not utility itself. Thus, the model provides a search process
that is compatible with standard utility assumptions.
Second, the solution for the optimal search path sits in the outer loop and must be computed
for each parameter value. As is standard, price-sensitivity heterogeneity will be numerically integrated. I use Halton draws for my simulated individuals. To calculate the consideration set
probabilities (the analytical integral over search cost heterogeneity), we need the empirical distri-
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bution of product arrangements (i.e., the observed search results and non-BuyBox sellers organized
in tree-form).
Specifically, for each draw of product arrangement, I calculate all the possible consideration sets
that can be formed by traversing the tree (i.e. the identities of the products, not their utilities,
which vary with the parameters).10 I use 100 draws of αi price-sensitive individuals that are
then expanded over the roughly 30 instances of trees observed per week, resulting in around 3000
simulated “individuals” per week of data.

4.1

Instrumental Variables

I address the endogeneity of ξjt by making appropriate time-series assumptions. Note first that
allowing ξjt to be independent (ξjt ⊥ ξjt′ ) is unrealistic in my week-by-week setting, since we would
expect the unobserved quality of products to exhibit a relatively stable relationship week-by-week.
We should not expect a high-quality product in one week to become low quality the next week.
On the other hand, the assumption that quality does not change (ξjt = ξj ) may be too strong
and rules out small demand shocks. Instead, I am allowing some fluctuations in the unobserved
product quality over time, and assume that it follows an AR1 process.11 Specifically, I set:

ξjt = ξj + ρAR1 ξjt−1 + ηjt
=⇒ δjt = −αpjt + ξj + ρAR1 (δjt−1 + αpjt−1 ) + ηjt

,

where δjt = ξjt − αpjt and the second line follows from some algebraic manipulation of lag and
contemporaneous periods. The product quality term has been separated into a stationary component ξj (which will be captured by the product indicator) and a contemporaneous component, the
AR1 shock ηjt . This assumption suggests natural instruments for addressing the price endogeneity
problem. Lagged observables and lagged inverted utility are orthogonal to the remaining shock ηjt
by assumption. In other words, in week t firms will react to the realization of the ηjt shock when
they choose pjt , leading to endogeneity. However, the previous week’s price pjt−1 is not correlated
with this week’s shock ηjt . If we include product fixed effects (ξj ), which pick up the stationary
component of the AR1 process, lagged price serves as a valid instrument.
I also require instruments to identify the search cost (and price sensitivity correlation) parameters of the model. Just as firms may choose price based on the contemporaneous AR1 shock, the
platform may choose the search result order based on the contemporaneous AR1 shock, or a firm
10 This can be a highly combinatorial object, but note that I am focusing on two search design features, the search
results and the BuyBox grouping, which generate trees that do not have too many branching paths.
11 Lee (2013) makes a similiar AR1 assumption in the context of a dynamic demand estimation problem.
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may engage in advertising for similar reasons. While the tree-form representation of the search
results (embedded in the inverted utility δjt ) may be correlated with ηjt , I can nevertheless use
the lagged raw search results position posjt−1 as an instrument (since posjt−1 is itself correlated
with the tree-form representation).
All together, the instruments lead to the following sets of moment conditions:



δjt−1 ηjt




{1(j = j ′ )ηjt }∀j ′ ∈J\0



pjt−1 ηjt


 P
E
′
j ′ ̸=j (pjt−1 − pj t−1 )ηjt



posjt−1 ηjt

 P


j ′ ̸=j (posjt−1 − posj ′ t−1 )ηjt

pjt−1 posjt−1 ηjt











=0 .









Looking at each (set) of instruments in turn, roughly speaking: the lagged inverted utility picks
up ρAR1 ; the vector of product indicators picks up the vectors of stationary components ξj ; the
lagged price picks up the µα ; the lagged price differentiation IV picks up σα ; the lagged search
result position and its differentiation IV jointly picks up µs and σs ; and the interaction of lagged
price and lagged search result position picks up ραs .

4.2

Additional Details

The estimation algorithm resembles standard demand estimation using the nested fixed point
(Berry et al. 1995). Given a guess of the outer loop parameters (σα , µs , σs , ραs ) and an initial
guess of the inner loop parameters (uα , ρAR1 , {ξj }j∈J ) we:
1. Calculate αi and the conditional distribution of s
2. Calculate the utility for every possible consideration set that can be formed
3. Calculate the convex hull of the Ex-ante Expected Utility functions
4. Recover thresholds from kinks of the upper envelope of the Ex-ante Expect Utility functions
and map these thresholds to consideration set probabilities
5. Integrate over individuals to obtain market shares qjt
6. Invert market shares to obtain inverted utility q −1 (qjt |σα , µs , σs , ραs ) = δjt
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7. Estimate inner loop parameters and obtain ηjt
8. Iterate with a new guess of outer loop parameters based on the moments12
As noted before, I restrict the estimation to the top 20 products in order to focus on the most
important elements of the consumer demand problem. Likewise, I restrict the estimation to include
the non-BuyBox firm that has the lowest price (i.e., the firm with the second-lowest price) for each
of the 20 products (if any). This is sufficient to replicate any pricing pressure for the BuyBox firm
to capture the firm’s pricing incentives. If a consumer chooses to search within the non-BuyBox
firm (to the offshoot node) for a product j, their product j within their consideration set is replaced
to ensure no duplication within the consideration set (i.e., consumers do not obtain another ϵijt
shock for a product they already have in their consideration set). The replacement contains the
higher price of the non-BuyBox firm and an additional term γjt .

uijt =




−αi pjt + ξjt + ϵijt

BuyBox



−αi pjt,non-BuyBox + ξjt + γjt + ϵijt

non-BuyBox

.

This term captures the net utility change associated with having the non-BuyBox product. I do
not model the processes that generate γjt . For example, it can arise from taxation differences (e.g.,
a seller in California selling to a buyer in Texas does not charge sales tax, such that the total price
may be lower for the non-BuyBox firm). Very few consumers are aware of this, it is applicable to
a limited set of products and consumers, and it requires incurring extra search costs to confirm.
Given the negligible market share of non-BuyBox firms, this preference specification does not have
much effect on the demand estimates. Rather, its importance lies in the supply side, providing
pricing pressure for BuyBox firms where appropriate.
Some additional details need to be discussed regarding the two outside options j ∈ {0, other platform}.
Ideally, I would have detailed data about all products on all platforms. Instead, I follow the standard approach of aggregating purchases on other platforms under one outside option, the “other
platform.” The “other platform” choice is made at the beginning of the consumer decision problem
when consumers choose one specific platform. This effectively adds a starting branch to the tree
that only permits one-way traversal.13
I assume that the “other platform” is preferred by lower search cost consumers. Effectively, this
incorporates a truncation assumption in the estimated distribution of search cost via the “other
12 It is computationally burdensome to calculate gradients for the solution to the upper envelope (i.e., the search
process). As such, I use gradient-free optimization algorithms to iterate.
13 While the model could allow for switching between platforms, incorporating this feature would greatly expand
the size of the potential consideration sets that can be formed.
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platform” choice. This is motivated by companion work where I show in a theoretical model that a
separating equilibrium exists for two competing platforms. There, the non-dominant platform (e.g.,
eBay) chooses a more “laissez-faire” search design that is preferred by low search cost consumers,
while the dominant platform chooses an aggressive search design (much like Amazon’s BuyBox)
and caters to high search cost individuals. I therefore restrict the “other platform” to require a
higher cost of traversal. By allowing consumers to first choose between the outside platform and
the inside platform (and all its potential consideration sets), consumers are segmented based on
their search costs.
The market shares for the two outside options are an important input to the model. Industry
reports commonly suggest that Amazon has around a 50% market share of online purchases,
and available survey data show that conversion rates are high for consumers actively looking to
purchase. I think of the market as being consumers who have unit-demand (e.g., they have decided
to purchase a waffle maker, and are not just interested in collecting information), have decided to
purchase online, are mainly choosing between what platform to search on and will do so in one
“trip”. I think this is plausible for the markets considered, which are not so complex or expensive
as to required repeated information gathering before purchase. I scale up aggregate sales data for
eBay (observed for the corresponding market and weeks) to be an average 47.5% market share
across weeks and assume that the no purchase share is the remaining average 2.5%. I will vary
these numbers to evaluate sensitivity. It is important to keep these assumptions in mind when
interpreting the results of counterfactuals where substitution between on-platform products and
the outside platform or making no purchase is important.

5

Estimation Results

I discuss the raw results of estimation in this section. I present the results for one market (“waffle
makers”) below.
The main parameters of interest are presented in Table 3. The parameter estimates are measured with imprecision and cannot reject the standard null hypothesis of zero. However, the first
question of interest is whether the search component of the model is informative. An LR-test does
reject the null hypothesis that full consideration is the true model (i.e. joint test that the search
cost distribution lies essentially entirely below zero) at the 10% significance level.14 Inclusion of
additional time periods and markets, to address the noise in the estimates, is in progress.
14 Specifically, I test the restricted model of µ = −0.1, σ = 0.01, ρ
α
α
αs = 0 against the estimated unrestricted
model. I verify that the objective function value does not differ for alternate parameters of the search cost distribution
consistent with full consideration.
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µα
σα

Table 3: Main Parameters
0.120
µs 0.312
ραs
0.017
σs 0.696

-0.239

Consumer heterogeneity is a key component of the model. It determines the consumer search
process and, consequently, the types of consumers that firms sell to. Figure 11 shows the bivariate
normal distribution estimated by the model, which shows a negative correlation between search
cost and price sensitivity. While different theories could motivate positive or negative correlations,
these results appears sensible for the Home & Kitchen product markets studied here. Household
income, which is not observed, is likely to be a driver of both dimensions, with higher-income
individuals being less price sensitive and having a higher cost of time (i.e., search cost). It is worth
noting that while the estimated search cost distribution extends into negative search costs, the
model simply interprets the negative search costs as zero search costs (i.e., there are no consumers
that enjoy searching).
Figure 11: Estimated Consumer Heterogeneity

Next, I examine what the model implies about search activity on the platform (with consumers
that choose the outside option or the “other platform” counted as having considered “zero” products). The model predicts around 25% of individuals (or around half conditional on choosing the
platform) examine only the first 5 products, and that continues to drop off when moving down the
search results (Figure 12). This appears sensible for the search effort that would be expended for
the range of Home & Kitchen goods considered. Splitting by consumer price sensitivity also illustrates the selection into the platform that occurs, with on-platform consumers being comparatively
less price sensitive.
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Figure 12: Implied Search Depth

This figure on the left shows what proportion of consumers search to what depth of the search results, as indicated by the
number of products they considered. The figure on the right shows the same information separately for each quartile of
the price sensitivity distribution. Note that the leftmost column is for “0” products considered, these are the consumers
who choose the “other platform”.

Stepping back, a natural motive for estimating a model with search is so that effects attributable
to consumer search costs are not erroneously attributed to consumer price sensitivity. To put it
another way, we want to obtain a more accurate measure of price elasticities by incorporating
search. This is true for general search models, but the current model has an added dimension of
the importance of the BuyBox grouping for determining the price elasticity for certain producs
(products where there is fierce competition between sellers of that same product). This can be
highlighted by (1) estimating the model without accounting for search, (2) accounting for search
but ignoring the BuyBox and (3) accounting for search and including the BuyBox (Figure 13).
Not surprisingly, a model without search mistakes a lack of reaction to the prices of products
not frequently searched as price insensitivity (and unreasonable price markups), which a model
with search corrects. Additionally, taking into account the BuyBox grouping reveals that price
elasticities are markedly higher for the products affected by intense BuyBox competition.
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Figure 13: Price Elasticity from a Dollar Increase

6

Market Power and Antitrust Policy

In this section, I (1) quantify the market power the observed product arrangement grants to
Amazon and TPSs, and (2) examine the impacts of proposed antitrust action. I do so through
two groups of counterfactual analysis. One of the key contributions of the model is that I can
calculate counterfactual market outcomes under alternative product arrangements.15 I can do this
because the tree-form of the product arrangement is an input to the model. Consumers in the
model re-optimize their search process having rational expectations of the new arrangement, and
firms re-optimize their prices taking into account consumers’ new search behavior. Importantly, the
consumers make their search decision with their personal search cost as recovered in the estimation.
Some caveats and limitations are important to note: the counterfactuals only cover the products
I have modeled; there is no modeling or re-optimization of advertising behavior; there is no firm
entry or exit; the platform does not re-optimize its commission; and the characteristics of the
outside options are held fixed.
The first group of counterfactuals poses product rearrangements within the existing layout
of the platform and decomposes the market power attributable to the status quo arrangement.
The second group of counterfactuals, due to their antitrust nature, examine broader changes that
15 Reduced-form

approaches for consideration set probabilities could in principle approximate a structural model
by having rich individual demographic covariates that are also then interacted with both the product’s own and
rival products’ characteristics. This would be necessary since including only position as a variable would lead
the accompanying coefficient to absorb the effects of both the consumer’s search cost and their optimal search
process. However, the interactions and polynomials required to approximate an optimal search process would likely
be burdensome for existing datasets. Nevertheless, reduced-form models have the advantage of being comparatively
more agnostic about the search process, but here I need to take a stance on how search functions, as understanding
how the search process changes under counterfactuals is key.
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include the addition/removal of products and modifications to the layout that represent potential
antitrust actions.
I provide a summary of the results here (Table 4) before delving deeper into key counterfactuals
of interest in the subsections below.
Table 4: Summary of Counterfactuals
Consumer Welfare Amazon Profits

TPS Profits

Market Power
Impartial Gatekeeper
Removing Ads
Removing Editorials

-8%
+0%
-3%

-42%
-4%
-14%

+156%
+23%
+58%

Antitrust
Divestiture
Platform Split

-32%
+3%

-100%
-25%

+199%
+382%

For the class of market power counterfactuals, there is one key result: the status quo product
arrangement confers significant market power to Amazon’s products. Randomizing the search
results through the impartial gatekeeper, removing ad listings and removing editorial listings all
result in a shift of profits from Amazon to the TPSs. This reflects how, under the status quo, all
of these aspects all place Amazon’s products in better positions than those of the TPSs. However,
it is important to note that the status quo arrangement is more beneficial to consumers than
the proposed counterfactuals, with consumer welfare generally harmed in the counterfactuals.16 I
provide more details of the “Impartial Gatekeeper” counterfactual in the subsection below.
For the class of antitrust counterfactuals, there is an increase in TPS profits that reflects the
intended effect of these antitrust policies to reduce the market power of Amazon. However, my
results suggest that certain antitrust policies could lead to material consumer welfare losses. I
explore the two antitrust counterfactuals in further detail below.

6.1

Impartial Gatekeeper

In markets where there are more than hundreds of slightly differentiated products, the platform
faces a unique problem in deciding what products to show to consumers that dislike search. By
deciding the order of products in the search results, Amazon inevitably chooses winners and losers
(i.e., confering market power on some and taking it away from others), and there have been
concerns that it may do so “unfairly”. It is a complex problem to disentangle whether the current
16 The only exception to this is “Removing Ads”, which leads to null effects on consumer welfare. This partly
reflects the minor changes that this action represents to the listing given the overlap in products in the ads and
organic listings. Of course this not innocuous for ad revenue and the ability of new products to promote themselves,
two aspects of the platform I do not capture.
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arrangement favors products sold by the platform owner (“self-preferencing”), or if the platform
owner simply chooses to sell the products that are favored by the search algorithm for some other
reason (e.g., because it is more desireable to consumers). In this counterfactual, I shed light on this
by answering a simpler question: What are the effects of moving to an impartial gatekeeper that
gives equal prominence (in expectation) to products? The impartiality considered is conditional
on being one of the products included in the estimation. In effect, I give products that are already
popular with consumers an equal playing field with other popular products. This means that
low-quality products that inevitably exist on a platform with free entry are not included in the
exercise.17
It is informative to go through the results step by step, first considering where prices are fixed
but consumers re-optimize search and purchase, and then considering where prices are re-optimized
by taking into account consumers’ re-optimization. The counterfactual results for a full range of
metrics is provided in Figure 14.
Without allowing for price re-optimization, the question I ask for this counterfactual is: For
the products as observed at their current prices, would consumers benefit from having products
that were previously further down in the search results be more likely to show up earlier in the
search results? Are desireable products being placed out of reach of consumers by the platform? I
find that, yes, consumers are in fact better off and would prefer the impartial gatekeeper, with net
expected utility (expected utility less the utility cost of search) increasing. Breaking this down, both
low and high search cost consumers obtain better consideration sets (higher expected utility). High
search cost consumers do not change their search behavior much (incurring similar search costs),
while low search cost consumers search slightly less, being satisfied with a smaller consideration
set. On the supply side, TPSs see significant gains in profits, since it is mainly TPS products
that now have a higher probability of obtaining a better position. Mirroring this, Amazon’s seller
profits fall due to worse positions, and although the platform’s revenue (on which the commissions
of the Amazon platform are taken) are higher, Amazon’s sum of platform commission and sales
profits is lower.
However, including both consumer re-optimization and firm price re-optimization changes many
of the above conclusions. Consumers across the search cost distribution end up slightly worse
off. This is driven by an overall increase in price due to two forces. First, TPS products take
advantage of their increased market power from their better positions, and their increase in prices
17 I cannot rule out the possibility that the search result algorithm severely disadvantages very high-quality products such that I would not observe their existence in my data. However, this does not seem likely given the incentives
in the model I have envisioned—the platform ultimately obtains a sizable commission for any sales and competes
with another platform for consumers.
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outweighs the decrease in Amazon prices. Second, since I estimate a mixed-logit demand system,
competition between close substitutes in characteristics space is also a factor. Under the status quo,
the prominent products are collectively closer substitutes. By moving to the impartial gatekeeper,
the expected set of equally prominent products have greater dispersion in characteristics, and this
reduces substitutability pricing pressure.18 While both TPS profits and Amazon sellers profits are
higher from when prices were fixed, relative to the status quo Amazon profits are lower while TPS
profits are higher. Platform revenues fall slightly from the status quo.
In summary, this counterfactual shows that naive observation could conclude that there are
products consumers would prefer that the platform is making less accessible to consumers. However, randomizing the search results may ultimately be harmful to consumers as firms increase
prices to take advantage of their increased market power.
Figure 14: Impartial Gatekeeper - Results

Each panel displays the results for a different metric. Within each panel, for each line moving left to right, I show the
metric under the status quo (SQ; circle), then where that metric moves to when implementing the counterfactual allowing
consumers to re-optimize search but holding prices fixed (S*; triangle), and finally where the metric moves to when allowing
both consumers to re-optimize search and firms to re-optimize prices (+P*; square). Within each panel, the different lines
represent a different subset of the consumers or firms corresponding to the provided legend. Note that “V.Low search cost”
consumers are the around 45% of consumers who under the status quo chose the “other platform”. The primary consumers
of interest are the “High search cost” and “Low search cost” consumers that chose the platform under the status quo.

6.2

Vertical Divestiture

In the “Investigation of Competition in Digital Markets Majority Staff Report and Recommendations” from the US congressional subcommittee investigating the market power of Amazon and
other platforms, the report recommended “structural separation.” The report noted that this
would “...prohibit a dominant intermediary from operating in markets that place the intermediary
in competition with the firms dependent on its infrastructure.” The committee was not specific
18 Additionally, almost half of the impartial gatekeeper’s effects are realized when randomizing just the top 4
products’ positions, reflecting the importance of the top positions in the search results.
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as to along what lines separation should occur. Here, I consider a natural line that has also been
proposed by prominent policymakers, which is to prevent Amazon from participating as a seller
on the platform it owns.
Calculating this counterfactual outcome is not as straightforward as simply removing Amazon
products from the demand model. For the vast majority of products on Amazon, there are sellers
“waiting in the wings” to sell even if policymakers were to remove Amazon as a seller. The exception
are products where Amazon is the sole seller (e.g., Amazon brands), where removing these would
instead free up space in the search results. This shifting and rearrangement of products uniquely
requires my model, which treats product arrangement as an input, to calculate this change. A
stylized example of the change in product arrangement is given in Figure 15.
Figure 15: Example Tree-form Representation
{1,2}

{1b,3}
{1b}

{3,4}

{4b,5}
{4b}

{5,6}

{4c}
{4c}

{6}

This diagram provides a simple illustration of how vertical divestiture is implemented into the model through a change in
the arrangement of products. Amazon products are shown in orange, while TPS products are shown in purple. Observe
that there are instances where Amazon is the seller in the BuyBox and in the search results (in the larger nodes), but
there are TPSs selling the same product (the same number but with a letter subscript) in the BuyBox grouping side nodes.
When I remove the Amazon products, I push the TPS products up into the main node to mimic the application of the
BuyBox rules. Any product which has no replacement creates a space in the search results, and I shift the search results
up to fill the gap.

Preventing Amazon from selling on its own platform is designed to address concerns that
Amazon competes on an unequal basis with the millions of small to medium-sized businesses on its
platform (TPSs). Implementing the prohibition, I preduct TPS profits would increase substantially
by around 190% as TPS sellers fill the space left by Amazon. However, there is a sizeable decrease
in consumer welfare of around 30%. Platform revenue falls, as the platform overall has become
slightly less valuable and some consumers substitute to the other platform. Prices drift higher
as the sellers that replace Amazon have comparatively higher marginal costs of supplying the
product. This particular antitrust action achieves its aim of improving TPS outcomes, though this
does come at the cost of consumer welfare.
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6.3

Splitting the Platform

In this counterfactual, I consider a remedy designed to address the concerns of market power
difference between Amazon and TPSs, without barring Amazon from particpating on its own
platform. I propose to split the platform into two sides: an Amazon side; and a TPS side.
Consumers would have to choose between the two sides before proceeding with their search, a
choice nested under the choice of the whole Amazon platform.19 A stylized example of the change
in product arrangement is given in Figure 16.
Figure 16: Example Tree-form Representation
{1,2}
{1b}

{1,2}

{1b,3}

{3,4}
{4b}
{5,6}

{4}

{4b,5}

{4c}

{4c}
{6}

This diagram provides a simple illustration of how splitting the platform is represented by a change in the layout of the
tree. Amazon products are shown in orange, while TPS products are shown in purple. When I split the platform, I separate
the two sets of products, reapply the BuyBox rule and shift the search results accordingly.

This counterfactual provides consumers with a choice between an Amazon side with a moderate
number of “core” products (e.g., Amazon brand and common brands) that are generally popular,
and a TPS side with effectively all of the same products as on the Amazon side, albeit at slightly
higher prices, plus more fringe products that are generally less popular. The resulting equilibrium
is characterized by high search cost individuals preferring the Amazon side, where there are fewer
“core” products, while lower search cost consumers prefer and can benefit from the greater variety
of the TPS side of the platform.
Consumers across the distribution are actually slightly better off, as the splitting of the platform
provides an opportunity for consumers to self-select to the side that provides a consideration set
more closely aligned with their preferences and search cost. In short, there are gains from sorting.
On the supply side, Amazon prices actually fall slightly, as it attempts to attract more consumers
to its side of the market, while TPS prices predictably drift higher with less direct pricing pressure
19 I

consider the case where consumers choose one side and are locked into that side. It is possible to consider
alternatives, for example where the other side can be chosen after searching one side fully.
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from Amazon. TPS profits increase as well, since TPS are given the opportunity to sell products
that normally are otherwise dominated by Amazon as a seller. Platform revenues also increase,
as the further splitting of the platform allows the Amazon side to increase its appeal to high
search cost, high price sensitivity consumers. Splitting the platform appears to be a viable way
of addressing concerns about Amazon and TPS competition, potentially without incurring any
consumer welfare loss associated with other antitrust action.
Figure 17: Splitting the Platform - Results

Each panel displays the results for a different metric. Within each panel, for each line moving left to right, I show the
metric under the status quo (SQ; circle), then where that metric moves to when implementing the counterfactual allowing
consumers to re-optimize search but holding prices fixed (S*; triangle), and finally where the metric moves to when allowing
both consumers to re-optimize search and firms to re-optimize prices (+P*; square). Within each panel, the different lines
represent a different subset of the consumers or firms corresponding to the provided legend. Note that “V.Low search cost”
consumers are the around 45% of consumers who under the status quo chose the “other platform”. The primary consumers
of interest are the “High search cost” and “Low search cost” consumers that chose the platform under the status quo.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, I show how online retail platforms exert market power on small- and mediumsized business (i.e., third-party sellers; TPSs) and consumers by influencing the consumer search
process. I build a model of consumers searching over the arrangement of products and firm pricing
to quantify how the chosen arrangement generates this form of “gatekeeper” market power. The
model takes as an input the product arrangement in tree-form to make clear what consideration sets
can be formed by consumers that search optimally. This in turn eliminates impossible consideration
sets and alleviates the typically large combinatorial problem of consideration set probabilities. I
extend the set of demand estimation techniques using aggregate market share by providing a way
to recover consumer search costs and derive consideration set probabilties that are structural.
Data shows that products sold by Amazon are better positioned than products sold by TPSs,
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but this does not necessarily reflect “self-preferencing”. Reduced-form results demonstrate the
importance of position in the search results for consumer demand, but they also demonstrate the
need for a structural model of search to disentangle the market power generated by search design.
To decompose the market power granted by the status quo arrangement, I use the model to
see how the outcomes of Amazon, TPSs and consumers change under alternative arrangements
of products. Under a number of natural alternative arrangements, profits shift from Amazon to
TPSs, reflecting the removal of market power Amazon enjoys due to their favorable position in
the arrangement of products. If prices were fixed, consumers would in fact prefer an impartial
gatekeeper that conditionally randomizes search results, naively suggesting that products valuable
to consumers are being held out of reach. However, once firms take into account their new positions
and the change in market power, prices rise and consumers are harmed. Overall, this suggests the
status quo arrangement is beneficial for consumers.
To contribute to the ongoing antitrust discussions, I use the model to simulate proposed antitrust actions. I show that vertical divestiture is likely to lead to sizeable consumer welfare loss,
even if it achieves the aim of improving TPS outcomes. Consequently, I propose an intermediate
solution, splitting the platform and allowing consumers to choose a side. This leads to sorting
of the platform, with each side catering to consumers of different search costs and tastes. Under
this scenario, consumer welfare is not harmed, Amazon continues to sell and the market power
differential between Amazon and TPSs is alleviated.
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A

Solution to Optimal Search

This appendix provides additional details about the solution to optimal search. The full information
assumption is maintained, before being extended to rational expectations below. There are a
number of features of the search problem that make the solution relatively simple: there is no time
discounting; costless recall simplifies the path taken over the tree; products are only added to (not
removed from) the consideration set; and consumers expected utility only increases with actions
(since search costs are sunk). Note that while the tree-form is a compact way of representing
the arrangement of products, we could also expand the traversal decisions into an extensive-form
single agent decision tree. As an extensive-form decision tree, the search problem reduces simply
to which ultimate consideration set a consumer wants to form and the costs of getting there. When
considering a mass of consumer search costs with full support, we can consider the optimal path
of an individual with no search cost and relegate the stopping decision to the problem of finding
the indifferent individuals that would stop searching at some point. After all, conditional on taste
heterogeneity, a mass of consumers with different search costs only differ from each other based on
the depth of their search.
Recall that consumers make their traversal decisions sequentially and search costs are sunk.
At any stage of search consumer i with current consideration set Ci will add products to their
consideration set to form a new consideration set Ci′ ⊃ Ci , incurring traversal cost t (Ci , Ci′ ) si if:




Eϵ max{δij + ϵij }
j

j∈Ci′



− Eϵ max{δij + ϵij }j∈Ci ≥ t (Ci , Ci′ ) si
j

or

EU (Ci′ ) − EU (Ci ) ≥ t (Ci , Ci′ ) si

.

As noted above, it is much simpler to solve the search problem for the entire distribution of
individuals and, in particular, by focusing on the indifferent consumers as we move across the
search cost distribution. First, note that for individuals with si ≤ 0, they search fully through
the entire tree and obtain full consideration. As we move up the search cost distribution, we only
need to consider whether the last search action taken (i.e. any possible end node) would in fact
become sub-optimal to take. Note that for two consumers who differ slightly in search costs, si and
si + ϵ, if EU (Ci′ ) − EU (Ci ) ≥ t (Ci , Ci′ ) (si + ϵ) then EU (Ci′ ) − EU (Ci ) ≥ t (Ci , Ci′ ) si , for all possible
consideration sets Ci′ . This is why consumers with different search cost only differ in the depth of
their search. Additionally, note that for any pair of consideration sets Ci′′ ⊃ Ci′ , optimality of choice
and i.i.d. taste shocks ensures that EU (Ci′′ ) > EU (Ci′ ). The fact that the benefits of searching
are always increasing is useful as the sequential decision process will not result in “mistakes”.
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Taken together, the above means that as we move up the search cost distribution, we will find the
indifferent individual who would not search the last optimal node. This indifferent individual is
given by the first Ci′ in all possible consideration sets where EU (Ci′ )−EU (Ci ) = t (Ci , Ci′ ) si . Further,
observe that we can split t (Ci , Ci′ ) to obtain EU (Ci′ ) − t ({0} , Ci′ ) si = EU (Ci ) − t ({0} , Ci ) si . This
is the intersection of two Ex-ante Expected Utility functions. Finally, note that a sub-optimal
next step is one where a consumer holding Ci has the choice of more than one choice, say Ci′
and Ci′′ , where the two ExEU functions (in the space of utility and search costs) are parallel and
the sub-optimal choice lies strictly below that of the optimal choice. Thus, solving for the upper
envelope of ExEU functions is equivalent to solving for the optimal search path for the distribution
of consumers.
To extend this to rational expectations is straightforward. Importantly, I require the expectations to be drawn from the distribution with replacement. This means that consumers will not
change their expectations about the products and utility available at other nodes based on information realized in the nodes already traversed. This would be problematic if we want to allow
consumers to have incorrect beliefs about products, which are then corrected as search actions
are taken. However, here I study products where this is unlikely to be important. Note that the
optimal search path remains unchanged. While realisation of the actual utilities in explored nodes
lead to changes to the utility on hand and therefore the utility achieveable from traversal, the
ranking of the available traversal nodes do not change. A similar logic is noted in Weitzman (1979)
and other papers dealing with sequential actions. That is, the optimal path remains the same, only
the cut-off changes—the indifferent individual shifts up or down in their search costs depending
on whether the realized utility is higher or lower.

B

Data Collection Details

This appendix provides additional details about the collection of the data. Broadly speaking,
the data collection process is designed to mimic an actual consumer search process. The scraper
navigates through the website just as a consumer would, recording information shown on the
webpages as it traverses.
Search begins when the scraper searches for a particular category of product using a keyword.
Data on search keywords, typically collected for search engine optimization and advertising pricing
analytics, are used to determine the keywords that consumers use when they search for the product
categories studied. To ensure a representative sample, the scrapers use the keywords that comprise
at least 80% of the volume of the top 20 keywords used. The scrapers collect information on the
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first 3 pages of search results, which amounts to around 100 products, but varies depending on
the product category. For each product shown in the search results, the scraper navigates into the
product page, as well as the page listing non-BuyBox sellers, and records the relevant information.
The scraping process is repeated throughout the week, and results in around 30 observations of
search results each week for each product category.
The scrapers utilize a range of IP addresses that are dispersed throughout the US. No significant
differences in collected data were found based on the geography of the IP. The scrapers obtain search
results that are not personalized or conditional on prior purchase history.
The data collection focuses only on ‘New’ condition goods and I model the consumers as ignoring
any used goods, which only appear in the non-BuyBox pages of the site for these mature product
categories.

B.1

List of Markets

The categories or markets are existing categories defined by Amazon contained within the broader
Home & Kitchen category. I exclude markets that are not end-points, for example coffee machines
is a broader category containing many sub-categories of specific types of coffee machines. Similarly,
I exclude markets that are not well defined for the search process, specifically where the search term
for the product returns search results with less than 50% of products being in that category. For
example, a search for coffee machine returns a wide range of espresso, drip and grinder machines
that belong to separate categories of products.
Table 5: List of Markets
air fryer
hair straightener
air purifier
hand mixer
back massager
handheld vacuum
bathroom scale
humidifier
blood pressure monitor ice cream maker
bread machine
immersion blender
chocolate fountain
infrared thermometer
crepe maker
iron
dehumidifier
jigger
digital picture frame
kitchen scale
electric can opener
laser hair removal
electric griddle
light therapy lamp
electric kettle
measuring spoons
electric pressure cooker meat grinder
electric soap dispenser
milk frother
electric toothbrush
oil diffuser
food processor
oil sprayer
foot massager
pasta maker
hair curler
pedal exerciser
hair dryer
pulse oximeter
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rice cooker
robot vacuum
salad spinner
shaver
slow cooker
sous vide
space heater
stand mixer
steamer
toaster
toaster oven
towel warmer
tower fan
vacuum sealer
waffle maker
water flosser
white noise machine

C

Estimation of Market Share

To calculate market shares from sales per product, I estimate the relationship between sales ranking
(i.e. the order of sales per product within a category), which is fully observed, and sales, which is
only partially observed. The apporach builds off that introduced by Chevalier and Goolsbee (2003),
and I augment my estimation with limited observations of inventory data over time. Inventory
data is observed by the scrapers during the process of navigating the products, with already a
third of products reporting inventory information when purchasing the product.
Estimation of market share proceeds in two broad steps. First, I transform the limited observations of inventory over time into estimates of sales. Second, I estimate the relationship between
the estimates of sales and the fully observed sale rank data to back out estimated sales for all
products.
For the estimates of sales, I calculate how inventory decreases over repeated observations. The
time in which observations occur are stochastic and so I need to take into account the period of
time elapsed between observations and their time of day. Sales are likely to be higher during the
US day than during the US post-midnight and early morning.
Formally, consider a setup of discrete time t ∈ T of sufficiently small time units (e.g., seconds).
The remaining inventory level of firm i selling product j is given by:

inventoryijt =inventoryijt−1 − purchasesijt + returnsijt + restocksijt

,

where inventory this moment is the inventory one second ago, less any purchases made this second,
adding back returns/refunds of purchases, and adding restocking of inventory. The change in stock
level from t − 1 to t is:

∆inventoryijt = − purchasesijt + returnsijt + restocksijt

.

Let the purchase, returns and restock flows be weakly positive and follow their own random processes (drawn from independent distributions with positive support):

purchasesijt =ϵpurchases,ijt

≥0

returnsijt =ϵreturns,ijt

≥0

restocksijt =ϵrestocks,ijt

≥0

I impose the key assumptions that purchasesijt ≥ returnsijt ∀i, j, t (i.e., purchases always exceed
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returns in any discrete time t) and P restocksijt > −purchasesijt + returnsijt |restocksijt > 0 = 1
(i.e., restocks, when they are non-zero, are strictly larger than net purchases), but each processs is
otherwise uncorrelated and i.i.d across time. These assumptions imply that:

∆inventoryijt =




−purchases

ijt

+ returnsijt



−purchasesijt + returnsijt + restocksijt

∆inventoryijt ≤ 0
∆inventoryijt > 0


P
T
and it follows that 1(∆inventory
t∈T ∆inventoryijt 1(∆inventoryijt ≤ 0) is an unbiased esijt ≤0)

P
timator of sales
t∈T −purchasesijt + returnsijt , with consistency given as the frequency of
observations increases.
The inventory measure of quantity sold only provides sales estimates for the products for which
inventory is observed. I use the relationship between Amazon’s sale rank data (available for all
products) and the stock measure of quantity sold to predict the quantity for products where I do
not observe inventory data.

D
D.1

Additional Statistics
Position and Rank

This appendix shows the likelihood of appearing in the first N positions in the search results as a
function of the product’s sales rank. The considerable stochasticity is likely necessary to disperse
the significant market power that would arise from more deterministic positions. This stochasticity
is also why it is important for the structural model to take in the distribution of product positions,
as opposed to summary statistics (like an average position), which obfuscate the true effects of
positions.
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Figure 18: Probability of Appearing in First N Positions in Search Results

The figure above shows the relationship between a product’s Best-Seller Ranking and the probability of showing up in the
search results’ first N positions. All the lines are downwards sloping, reflecting the higher likelihood of being in a better
position given a better rank. It also illustrates the stochastic nature of the search results, such that even products in the
top 5 Best-Seller Rankings are not always shown to consumers.

D.2

Market-level Regression

In this appendix, I explore whether there is enough variation in each of the markets to allow for
structural estimation. To do so I run the following regression separately for each market, and plot
the price and position coefficients for the different markets in Figure 19.

log (Rank)jt = β1 log(Price)jt + β2 log(Position)jt + ProductFEs + ϵjt
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Figure 19: Estimated Coefficients across Markets

The diamonds indicate coefficients that are statistical significant for both log(Price) and log(Position). The upwards
pointing triangles indicate only the log(Price) coefficient is significant, while the downwards triangle indicates only the
log(Position) coefficient is signficant. All statistical significance is for at least the 10% level.

It appears that a majority of markets have sufficient variation to establish significance for both
price and position and would be good candidates for structural estimation.
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